Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The electromagnetic Lorentz reciprocity theorem^[@CR1]--[@CR4]^ states that in a linear, time-independent system with symmetric constitutive optical tensors, the ratio between received and transmitted fields are the same for forward and time-reversed propagation directions. While most electromagnetic and photonic devices operate under this principle, there are circumstances in which reciprocity has undesirable effects, e.g., photovoltaic cells re-emitting absorbed solar energy or antennas listening to their own echo. In order to break reciprocity, any of the conditions assumed by the Lorentz theorem must be violated. The use of magneto-optical media breaks time-inversion symmetry and results in an asymmetric scattering matrix, thereby accomplishing optical isolation^[@CR5],[@CR6]^; however, bulky magnets are required for external bias rendering this conventional approach infeasible for systems integration. Incorporating nonlinear materials and using the electric field self-biasing effect can also result in optical isolation^[@CR7]--[@CR9]^, but the degree of nonreciprocity is power-dependent and typically requires significant interaction lengths. Breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity has also been demonstrated using spatio-temporally modulated waveguides^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^ and leaky-wave antennas^[@CR13],[@CR14]^. The space-time modulation approach can be particularly attractive when applied in metasurface platforms due to its advantages in reduced size, improved integrability, and attaining surface-wave-assisted nonreciprocal behavior.

The advent of metasurfaces^[@CR15]--[@CR20]^ has allowed enhanced light-matter interactions within ultra-thin structures, enabling tailored scattering amplitude, phase, and polarization, as well as facilitating the integration of functional materials to accomplish active control^[@CR21]--[@CR25]^. Spatially varying phase profiles in judiciously designed static gradient metasurfaces have provided a powerful means to manipulate the momentum harmonic contents of scattered light, ushering in a novel class of flat optics. In addition, active metasurfaces have been shown to be capable of either switching wave-front profiles whenever needed^[@CR26]--[@CR28]^, or modulating in time the amplitude and phase of scattered light^[@CR29],[@CR30]^. However, a fully tailored electromagnetic response requires metasurfaces that can continuously alter their scattering properties simultaneously in time and space. These functionalities can be achieved in spatio-temporally modulated metasurfaces^[@CR31]^ (STMMs), which have the potential to revolutionize fundamental and applied photonics, including nonreciprocity^[@CR32],[@CR33]^, through on-demand control of frequency and momentum harmonic contents of scattered light. For example, an STMM can focus a collimated beam (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but the time-reversed process is not allowed (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). At microwave frequencies, STMMs can be realized with sub-wavelength metasurface resonators embedded with active elements, such as positive-intrinsic-negative diodes or varactors, which are locally modulated through programmable space-time voltage biases. This concept has been employed for frequency-multiplexed directional scattering within waveguide systems containing time-varying Huygens' metadevices^[@CR34]^. For free-space waves, spatio-temporally modulated coding microwave metasurfaces^[@CR35],[@CR36]^ have recently been exploited for nonreciprocal beam steering; however, nonreciprocity limited only to the frequency-domain was accomplished. Also, near-infrared non-linear Kerr metasurfaces^[@CR37]^ have recently been reported for breakdown of the Lorentz theorem; the setup is limited to frequency-domain nonreciprocal beam steering achieved via a two-beam Bragg configuration, which is difficult to generalize to arbitrary spatio-temporal modulations. A truly multifunctional STMM that can achieve nonreciprocal propagation of arbitrary wave-fronts, and that can even reach photon-to-photon conversion in forward scattering but photon-to-surface wave conversion in reverse scattering has not been experimentally demonstrated to date. In this sense, we call this an "extreme" breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity as the very nature of the photonic modes is modified in the scattering process, and would lead to giant optical isolation as no propagative modes are radiated in reverse scattering.Fig. 1Spatio-temporally modulated metasurfaces.**a** An incident beam impinging on an STMM is converted into a different frequency harmonic that can be focused at any desired focal point. **b** Breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity can be shown by probing the time-reversed process. **c** Photograph of our STMM. **d** Top view and cross-section of the unit cell. All geometrical parameters are in mm.

Here, we present a spatio-temporally modulated metasurface reflectarray capable of dynamically imprinting arbitrary wave-fronts of free-space electromagnetic waves and demonstrate surface-wave-assisted maximum breakdown of the Lorentz theorem through nonreciprocal mode conversion. We exemplify the flexibility of our STMM platform by achieving dynamical beam steering in forward scattering and, when the forward reflection angle is above a certain threshold, we demonstrate nonreciprocity and complete free-space optical isolation by photon-to-surface wave conversion in reverse scattering. Even below threshold, using propagative-only modes we measure nonreciprocal beam steering behavior both in the frequency-domain and momentum-domain, as well as simultaneously in both. In addition, our STMM platform can produce various other kinds of spatial phase distributions, including dynamical focusing. We show nonreciprocal focusing through co-existence of photon-to-surface wave and photon-to-photon excitations in reverse scattering, the former conversion processes overwhelming the latter ones. Importantly, the resulting optical isolation is quasi-optimal and takes place without the need of surpassing any threshold in forward scattering. To model the experimental results, an analytical generalized Bloch-Floquet theory valid for arbitrary spatial phase distributions is developed, which successfully predicts various phenomena measured in the photon-to-surface waves reverse scattering regime. This work can potentially impact emerging technologies benefiting from free-space dynamical wave-front shaping and nonreciprocity, including adaptive optics, Doppler-like frequency translation, echo-immune antennas, and isolated on-chip communications enabled by robust one-way coupling to surface waves.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Experimental design {#Sec3}
-------------------

A conceptual illustration of an STMM is shown in Fig. [1a, b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where each unit cell contains active elements that can be independently modulated to impart an arbitrary two-dimensional (2D) phase profile in reflection. In this work, we consider STMMs working at microwave frequencies and varactors as the active elements. Each varactor at position ***r*** on the STMM is subjected to a time-dependent harmonic voltage modulation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We design and fabricate an STMM on a commercially available double copper clad FR-4 substrate (Fig. [1c, d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The resonators incorporate two varactor diodes and two capacitors in order to keep a small form factor of the unit cell while providing the required tunability. For simplicity, we restrict the modulation to one dimension by connecting resonators in each column, resulting in spatial modulation among different columns, i.e., along the *x*-direction, but invariant among rows, i.e., *y*-direction (phase delays along this direction can be ignored for Ω ≪ 2π*c*/*L*~*y*~, where *c* is the speed of light in vacuum and *L*~*y*~ is the lateral size of the STMM along *y*). Each column is modulated with a desired voltage and phase using a programmable multi-output function generator. Relative phase shifts among channels can be induced by simultaneous triggering of the system, thereby generating arbitrary digitally constructed waveforms (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

The reflectivity of the unmodulated metasurface is characterized inside an anechoic chamber at a 10° incidence angle as a function of frequency for various static bias voltages uniformly applied to all varactors. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows measurements for *p*-polarized waves, with the magnetic field component along the *y*-direction. At the operating voltage *V*~op ~= 2 V a resonance appears around 6.6 GHz. The optimal working frequency for the modulated STMM, however, is not exclusively determined by the intrinsic resonances of the unmodulated metasurface, but results from an interplay between the unit cell design and the amplitude and phase of the modulation. Indeed, working away from the 6.6 GHz resonance increases the modulation efficiency (see Supplementary Fig. [3c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) and thereby the conversion into frequency harmonics (see Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}); however, moving too far from the resonance degrades phase dispersion and breaks the linear *C*~var~ vs. *V* relationship (see Supplementary Fig. [3d](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For our designed STMM and modulation protocol (Δ~*V*~= 1 V, Ω = 2*π* × 50 kHz), we choose our operational frequency as *ω*~in~ = 2*π* × 6.9 GHz (*λ*~in ~= 4.3 cm), which is a good compromise between reflection efficiency, phase dispersion, and linearity.Fig. 2Dynamical wave-front shaping.**a** Reflectance measurements for the unmodulated metasurface. **b** Measured on-demand dynamical beam steering of the *n* = +1 harmonic. **c** Calculated spatial distribution of the electric field for on-axis focusing for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell$$\end{document}$ for off-axis focusing. Error bars are determined by the standard deviation of gain over a narrow angular range within the focal region. **f** Measured power for off-axis focusing. In **b**--**f**, ***k***~in~ = 0, *ω*~in~ = 2*π* × 6.9 GHz and Ω = 2*π* × 50 kHz. Input power in the experiments is 6.3 mW. Focusing parameters are (*x*~*f*~, *z*~*f*~) = (0,15) cm and (6,15) cm for on-axis and off-axis, respectively.

To test the nonreciprocal functionalities of our spatio-temporally modulated metasurface, we first perform forward scattering measurements by dynamically imprinting appropriate phase delays *φ*(***r***) among the STMM columns. When applying a linear phase delay, we measure the steered beam as a function of scanning angle and frequency in the far-field, while for focusing we apply a parabolic phase profile for a selected frequency harmonic and map the resulting spatial distribution of the scattered power. Subsequently, the corresponding reverse scattering measurements are performed by effectively time-reversing the output wave-fronts of the forward processes, and measuring the far-field scattered power.
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-----------------------

We describe the response of the full array of sub-wavelength resonators with an effective 2D conductivity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Dynamical wave-front shaping {#Sec5}
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In the simplest case of a linear phase distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{z{\mathrm{v}},n}$$\end{document}$ purely imaginary) resulting in surface waves, which we later utilize to achieve photon-to-surface waves conversion in reverse scattering. We first demonstrate the multifunctional beam manipulation capability of our STMM by imprinting arbitrary beam steering phase distributions (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We vary the phase gradient ***β*** along the *x*-direction and show beam steering of the +1 harmonic from +40° to −40°. We observe high quality beam steering with low sidebands and consistent amplitude for a wide range of angles.

To test the flexibility of our STMM for imprinting arbitrary reflection phases, we demonstrate dynamical focusing, a functionality that is relevant, e.g., in compact satellite technologies. The required phase distribution to focus a specific frequency harmonic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Fig. [2d, f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} we show the experimental results demonstrating the dynamical focusing capability of our STMM (see Methods). Unlike beam steering, which is largely aperture agnostic, focusing requires consideration of the metasurface's overall dimensions. With a surface in the electric field direction measuring *L*~*x*~ = 19 cm (≈ 4.4 *λ*~in~), a short focal length is necessary for measurable gain, otherwise weak focusing effects are indistinguishable from the usual plane wave like character of the harmonics. For the on-axis focusing case, it is apparent that focusing has been achieved by examination of the increased power and rapid falloff of the signal. At distances $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell < 12\,{\mathrm{cm}}$$\end{document}$ (measured from the STMM center along the focal axis) we observe interference due to near-field coupling between the scanning monopole and the STMM, evident in Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. For the off-axis experiment, we measure a much tighter focus due to minimized interference and shadowing effects. To evaluate the quality of the focusing we estimate the gain along the focal axis. We define gain as the ratio between the power of the focused beam at frequency *ω*~+1~ and that of a beam steered at the same frequency *ω*~+1~ into the direction of the focal axis. Figure [2e](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} compares the experimental gain for the off-axis case with the theoretical predictions using the extension of our theory approach to finite-sized STMMs. The experimental data and the theory display the same shape along the focal axis, showing strong agreement. For *x*~*f*~ = 6 cm and *z*~*f*~ = 15 cm, the expected focal length is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell = 13\,{\mathrm{cm}}$$\end{document}$, both in experiment and theory (Fig. [2e](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). At this point, theory predicts a gain of 5.24 dB while the measured value is (5.8 ± 0.6) dB.

Breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity via near-field surface-waves {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We turn our attention to nonreciprocal excitation of surface waves both in beam steering and focusing. In Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} we report the *n* = +1 beam steered to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta _{ + 1} \approx + 18^\circ$$\end{document}$ (*β*~*x*~ = 44 m^−1^) from a normally incident plane wave (***k***~in ~= 0). In the reverse experiment we send the time-reversed *n* = +1 beam (−***β***, *ω*~in ~+ Ω) onto the STMM (see Methods). A frequency down-conversion and a momentum up-conversion must take place in order for the scattering process to be reciprocal. However, this is not permitted due to the traveling-wave nature of the modulation. There exist three dominant reverse reflection pathways: (i) a frequency down-conversion leading to (−***β***, *ω*~in ~+ Ω) → (−2***β***, *ω*~in~), clearly breaking reciprocity in the momentum-domain. The measured reverse reflection is shown in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, with a reflection angle ≈ −36° (in contrast to the 0° reciprocal case) in excellent agreement with the theory prediction of −37.5°; (ii) a frequency up-conversion (−***β***, *ω*~in ~+ Ω) → (0, *ω*~in ~+ 2Ω), resulting in nonreciprocity in the frequency-domain (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}); and iii) a specular process (−***β***, *ω*~in~+Ω) → (−***β***, *ω*~in ~+ Ω), violating reciprocity both in the frequency-domain and momentum-domain (Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), with measured reflection angle ≈ −18°. Finally, we mention that the input wave (***k***~in~, *ω*~in~) can also undergo frequency-conserving specular reflection in the forward experiment, and that in general the backwards specularly reflected field (−***k***~in~, *ω*~in~) satisfies reciprocity. However, under a specific set of parameters it is still possible to attain nonreciprocity in amplitude (not shown). When the magnitude of the phase gradient surpasses a certain threshold ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| {\mathbf{\upbeta }} \right| > \omega _{{\mathrm{in}}}/2c = 72.31\,{\mathrm{m}}^{ - 1}$$\end{document}$ for ***k***~in ~= 0, corresponding to a forward reflection angle of +30°), the reverse scattered beam at frequency ω~in~ does not reflect off the STMM at all. Instead, surface waves are launched on the metasurface as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{z{\mathrm{v}}, - 1}^{{\mathrm{REV}},{\mathrm{steer}}} = i\left[ {4|{\mathbf{\upbeta }}|^2 - (\omega _{{\mathrm{in}}}/c)^2} \right]^{1/2}$$\end{document}$ is purely imaginary, resulting in photon-to-surface wave conversion, i.e., complete free-space optical isolation. In Fig. [3e, g](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} we present nonreciprocity measurements for *β*~*x*~ = 96 m^−1^ ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta _{ + 1} \approx + 43^\circ$$\end{document}$), and in Fig. [3f, h](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} the corresponding theory calculations. By scattering an incident beam into far-field collimated radiation in the forward process but into near-field evanescent modes in the reverse case, we demonstrate extreme breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity.Fig. 3Nonreciprocity in beam steering.**a** A normally-incident (***k***~in ~= 0) beam is up-converted to *ω*~in~ + Ω and steered to an angle ≈ +18° with a phase gradient *β*~*x* ~= 44 m^−1^. Three dominant reverse pathways are allowed (**b**--**d**). **b** Momentum nonreciprocity: Reflection from +18° of the up-converted beam undergoes a down-conversion to *ω*~in~ and is steered to ≈ −36°. **c** Frequency nonreciprocity: Reflection from +18° undergoes an up-conversion to *ω*~in ~+ 2Ω and is normally reflected. **d** Frequency and momentum nonreciprocity: Beam from +18° is specularly reflected at *ω*~in~ + Ω, differing both in frequency and direction of propagation from the original input beam. **e** Forward measured reflection beyond threshold: the input beam is steered to ≈ +43° for *β*~*x* ~= 96 m^−1^, which is larger than the +30° threshold. **f** Computed reflected Poynting vector distribution for the forward process in **e**. **g** Measured reverse scattering to *ω*~in~ resulting in photon-to-surface wave conversion and complete optical isolation. **h** Calculated profile of evanescent surface waves corresponding to the reverse process in **g**. In all panels *ω*~in ~= 2*π* × 6.9 GHz and Ω = 2*π* × 50 kHz.

We now report optical isolation in dynamical focusing. In the forward process a plane wave (0, *ω*~in~) can focus at frequency *ω*~+1~ using the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi _{\bar n = + 1}^{{\mathrm{focus}}}\left( {0,\omega _{{\mathrm{in}}};{\boldsymbol{r}}} \right)$$\end{document}$ phase profile. Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured power profile of the forward reflected off-axis focused beam as a function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell$$\end{document}$ and the angle *α* between the surface normal and the detector. We investigate the scattered field at *ω*~in~ after the focused beam at *ω*~+1~ is time-reversed in order to probe nonreciprocity in the momentum-domain. To grasp some physical insight, we show in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} a snapshot of the electric field distribution for the particular scattering process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$( - \nabla \varphi _{\bar n = + 1}^{{\mathrm{focus}}},\omega _{{\mathrm{in}}} + {\mathrm{\Omega }}) \to ( - 2\nabla \varphi _{\bar n = + 1}^{{\mathrm{focus}}},\omega _{{\mathrm{in}}})$$\end{document}$ for the infinite-sized STMM, similarly to what is done above for nonreciprocal beam steering (see Methods). Also shown is the corresponding time-averaged Poynting vector. The reverse scattered field does not collimate back into the direction of the original input beam, but instead shows a "ribbon-like" region (centered at *x*~*f*~ and of width $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{z{\mathrm{v}}, - 1}^{{\mathrm{REV}},{\mathrm{focus}}}$$\end{document}$ (these latter modes move along the STMM and weakly manifest in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} due to their strong decay). Other choices of scattering processes also present the same nonreciprocal characteristics. The total reverse scattered field is the sum of all those possible scattering processes and results in maximum breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity (see Supplementary Notes [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for further details of Lorentz nonreciprocity for infinite-sized STMM with arbitrary nonlinear spatial phase distributions, including focusing).Fig. 4Surface-wave-assisted nonreciprocity in focusing.**a** Measured reflected field power at *ω*~+1~ in the forward off-axis focusing experiment (***k***~in~ = 0). **b** Calculated snapshot of the reflected electric field distribution for the reverse scattering process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell$$\end{document}$ of the monopole source. Indicated are the calculated main directions of radiative emission from the right and left edges of the STMM and angles subtended between their crossings with the arc and its center, respectively given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _ - ^{{\mathrm{exp}}} = ( - 26 \pm 1)^\circ$$\end{document}$. **d** Same as **c** but as a function of the scanning angle and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell$$\end{document}$. Parameters are *x*~*f*~ = 6 cm and *z*~*f*~ = 15 cm $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For a finite-sized STMM our calculations indicate that a similar physics takes place, the most important difference being that the propagative modes are asymmetrically radiated from the STMM for the off-axis focusing configuration (see Methods and Supplementary Note [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for a discussion of the Poynting vector in reverse scattering). In Fig. [4c, d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} we experimentally validate these theoretical predictions by exciting the metasurface with a monopole antenna located at the focal point and emitting at frequency *ω*~+1~, and detect the far-field scattered radiation from the STMM at frequency *ω*~in~. The measured power map bears little resemblance to the original input plane wave. It shows a concave wedge-shaped region with low radiated power at the center, two peaks at asymmetric angular locations, and an outer region of negligible radiated power (displaying similarities to the Poynting vector depicted in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). All these properties of the reverse scattered field are in stark contrast to the input Gaussian profile for the forward process and in excellent agreement with the theory calculations for finite-sized STMMs. In particular, the differences in the measured angular positions of the peaks and in their strengths are due to the inherent asymmetry of off-axis focusing in finite-sized STMMs (see Supplementary Note [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for a discussion of photon-to-hybrid modes (surface waves and photons) conversion in reverse scattering for finite-sized STMMs for focusing). For positive scanning angles, there is a main peak located at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An extensive discussion of how the STMM emits radiation in reverse scattering can be found in the Supplementary Note [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, where we consider the analytical aspects for the radiative power spectrum in reverse scattering for the focusing functionality. Here, we briefly describe the main results. The structures observed in Fig. [4c, d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} result from the superposition of emitted radiation from every point on the metasurface. For example, the right-edge at *x* = *L*~*x*~/2 emits radiation mainly in the direction shown in Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} with a predicted angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _{\mathrm{R}}^{{\mathrm{th}}} = + 53.27^\circ$$\end{document}$, in very close agreement with the measurement. Points on the metasurface between *x*~*f*~ and *L*~*x*~/2 also contribute to that same peak, resulting in the observed broadening. The second peak seen on the right side of Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} at a measured position $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _{{\mathrm{ER}}2}^{{\mathrm{exp}}} = ( + 36 \pm 1)^\circ$$\end{document}$ arises from secondary emissions from points in the range \[*x*~*f*~, *L*~*x*~/2\] on the STMM. For example, the right-edge of the structure has a secondary emission direction forming a predicted angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _{{\mathrm{ER}}2}^{{\mathrm{th}}} = + 34.66^{\mathrm{o}}$$\end{document}$, again in very close agreement with observations. On the other hand, the left-edge of the STMM at *x* = −*L*~*x*~/2 emits radiation mainly in the direction shown in Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} with a predicted angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _{\mathrm{L}}^{{\mathrm{th}}} = - 20.36^\circ$$\end{document}$, which is slightly off from the measured position of the peak on the left side of Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The reason for this discrepancy is that all points between −*L*~*x*~/2 and *x*~*f*~ contribute to the peak and its broadening, and there is a given point on the metasurface in the \[−*L*~*x*~/2, *x*~*f*~\] range that emits precisely in the direction of the peak. Also, in the Supplementary Note [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} we depict the structure of the Poynting vector in reverse scattering, showing a complex co-existence of propagative and evanescent features. In contrast to nonreciprocal beam steering, there is no threshold to launch surface waves in nonreciprocal focusing and evanescent modes overwhelm propagative ones. Just as in nonreciprocal steering, this represents a large violation of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem since in forward scattering there is a photon-to-photon conversion but in reverse scattering there is a photon-to-photon/surface wave hybrid conversion. The measurements reported in Fig. [4c, d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} constitute the first experimental demonstration of extreme nonreciprocal focusing functionality using STMMs.

In contrast to the case of STMMs modulated with a linear phase *φ*~L~(***r***) = ***β*** · ***r***, for which surface waves in reverse scattering are launched only when its gradient surpasses a certain threshold, no such constraint exists on any nonlinear phase *φ*~NL~(***r***) dynamically imprinted on the metasurface. In this sense, extreme breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity and giant optical isolation are robust properties occurring in space-time metasurfaces under arbitrary nonlinear spatial modulations (see Supplementary Note [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for a discussion of nonreciprocity in arbitrary nonlinear phase distributions).

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

In summary, we have introduced an STMM platform for complete violation of Lorentz reciprocity by photon-to-photon conversion in forward scattering, but photon-to-surface wave conversion in reverse scattering. This represents an extreme breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity as the very nature of the photonic modes is modified in the scattering process, leading to giant optical isolation as no propagative modes are radiated in reverse scattering. We also showed that our STMM allows beam-steering nonreciprocity in the frequency-domain, momentum-domain, and simultaneously in both. Our approach enables dynamical arbitrary wave-front shaping by offering substantial flexibility in the manipulation of frequency-momentum harmonic contents of free-space electromagnetic waves when compared to standard phase-gradient and nonlinear optical systems. We have also developed an analytical method to model STMMs with arbitrary spatial phase distributions and its predictions are in excellent agreement with experiment, shedding light on the underlying physics of STMMs with complex phase distributions without resorting to full-wave numerical simulations.

Our goal in this paper is to demonstrate complete breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity via mode-conversion, in the sense explained above. As such, we did not attempt to optimize our structure to achieve either large reflectivity or high efficiency for harmonics conversion. As is clear from Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, most of the impinging power gets absorbed by the structure, the reflectivity of the fundamental harmonic is about 4%, and the conversion efficiency into the *n* = +1 harmonic is \~ 0.1%. All these features are a direct consequence of the need to achieve a broad phase dispersion in our designed STMM, which forces us to work close to the near-zero reflection dip (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the low reflectivity and conversion efficiencies in the forward processes, our nonreciprocal beam steering experiment shows that, beyond a certain threshold, the time-reversed propagative output signal in forward scattering gets completely transformed into evanescent surface waves on the STMM in reverse scattering, thereby achieving extreme nonreciprocity in the direction of propagation and changing the very nature of the photonic modes involved. Similarly, our nonreciprocal focusing measurements show a complete violation of the Lorentz theorem. Tailored metasurfaces with high reflectivity while maintaining a broad phase dispersion can be designed and fabricated for practical applications, as the ones discussed below. However, this by itself does not solve the challenge of substantially enhancing conversion efficiencies into up-converted or down-converted frequency harmonics, as most of the reflected power will still reside in the fundamental harmonic. These limitations can be addressed by using non-harmonic asymmetric time-modulation protocols and higher modulation frequencies, opening opportunities for efficiency improvement, momentum-frequency harmonic mode selectivity, and advanced wave-front manipulation. Using these more general modulation protocols one can in principle attain conversion efficiencies larger than 80%, provided that the complex modulations can be implemented by the electronic controller.

Maximum breakdown of Lorentz reciprocity can occur for any kind of linear or nonlinear spatial phase distributions dynamically imprinted on the metasurface, highlighting that extreme nonreciprocity is a generic property of STMMs. Furthermore, by independently addressing each individual resonator, our platform can be extended to achieve fully three-dimensional dynamical wave-front shaping. STMMs based on our proof-of-concept demonstration with improved designs and complex time-modulation protocols will enable a new architecture for compact and flat multifunctional optical components with built-in isolators, reducing stringent size, weight, and power requirements for wireless communications and remote sensing. In addition, such a spatio-temporally modulated platform can be used to compensate for Doppler shifts induced by relative motion in inter-satellite and Earth-to-satellite communications. Extension of STMMs to the THz and IR frequency range is possible by use of alternative materials and active elements, including back-gate modulated graphene-based resonators, and electro-optic and photo-acoustic media. Finally, our demonstration of maximum violation of Lorentz reciprocity for arbitrary wave-fronts supports emerging technologies benefiting from free-space optical isolation, such as nonreciprocal wireless information transmission.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Device fabrication {#Sec9}
------------------

The metasurface of dimensions *L*~*x*~ = *L*~*y*~ = 19 cm was fabricated using 12″ × 12″ double sided FR-4 circuit boards, with a thickness *h* = 1.6 mm and 1 oz copper. The top side of the board was milled yielding an array of unit cells on one side, and a continuous ground plane separated by the FR-4 spacer. After milling, the varactors (SMV1405) and capacitors (SMD 0.6 pF) were added by reflow soldering and electrical connections were made to the columns for external control. The voltage signals being fed into each column of the STMM were sourced from a high-density signal generator that is installed on a National Instruments PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (PXIe) chassis. Each waveform was digitally constructed and uploaded to the onboard buffer of the control system. Both the PXIe chassis and the signal generators have synchronized sample clocks, thus preventing relative phase drift in time and enabling the triggering of all channels to within 10 ns. See Supplementary Fig. [1a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for a photograph of the fabricated sample with control lines.

Measurements {#Sec10}
------------

The fabricated metasurface was characterized inside an anechoic chamber using a broad-band horn antenna (SAS-571) and a quarter wave monopole antenna (see Supplementary Fig. [1b, d](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for a schematic of the experimental set-ups for dynamical steering and focusing, and Supplementary Fig. [1c, e](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for nonreciprocal steering and focusing). A vector network analyzer (VNA-Agilent N5230A) was used for data collection. First, the reflectivity of the unmodulated metasurface was measured at a 10° incidence angle with *p*-polarized light with all varactors uniformly biased (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). These measurements were carried out with broadband antennas as the source and receiver, and the VNA was used for a conventional S21 measurement with the source and receiver swept across the band of interest (5.5--8 GHz). We then characterized the spatio-temporally modulated metasurface. For these measurements the source (6.3 mW input power) is in continuous wave (CW) operation at 6.9 GHz with a 100 Hz resolution, and the detector was swept in frequency with corresponding 100 Hz resolution to measure the generated frequency harmonics. For beam steering measurements both the source and the detector were broadband horn antennas; however, for the focusing experiments a monopole antenna was used instead of one of the horn antennas. In the forward experiments the source (CW at ω~in~) was placed on-axis with the metasurface normal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(x = 0,y = 0,z = 1.3)$$\end{document}$ m, and the receiver was placed on a computer-controlled gimbal which scanned the reflected power in the *x*−*z* plane. In the beam steering case this yielded radiation patterns of the harmonics scanned along a constant radius (Supplementary Fig. [1b](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}); for focusing experiments a large portion of the *x*−*z* plane was scanned yielding a 2D map of forward radiated power in the harmonics (Supplementary Fig. [1d](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For the reverse nonreciprocity experiments the detector and source are swapped, and the new source operates in continuous wave at *ω*~+1~ (Supplementary Fig. [1c, e](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The detector measures a frequency sweep as explained above, centered this time at *ω*~in~, capturing harmonics generated around this frequency. The receiver is again scanned in angle as in the forward experiment to measure reflected power over the area of interest.

Theory {#Sec11}
------

The reflected field by the STMM is described by means of a generalized Bloch-Floquet approach based on a derivative expansion of the spatial phase distributions. It is given by Eq. (1), where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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